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Abstract 
Web service consumers require web service quality descriptions for a variety 

of tasks; to understand the quality offered, to define the quality required, to cre-
ate service level agreements and to monitor the quality received from service 
providers. Currently, only task-specific quality description languages support 
these tasks. Our goal is that web service consumers should be able to fulfill all 
of these tasks and that quality descriptions can be applied without language bar-
riers. Thus, quality descriptions have to be merged. This article presents the 
tasks of a web service consumer that deal with quality descriptions and it defines 
requirements for a quality description language that supports all introduced 
tasks. Existing web service quality descriptions are analyzed and it is checked 
how many of the presented tasks they fulfill. 

1 Introduction 

The service-oriented architecture (SOA) enables enterprises to compose their applica-
tions using services that are offered either in-house or in the Web [WSA]. For users of 
web services technology there is a great variety of web services specifications that 
promise advantages due to standardization; service consumers gain the advantage of 
interoperability and self-descriptiveness of functionality and quality [ZTP03]. The 
specification of the functionality of web services by interface syntax and behavior is not 
sufficient – the quality has to be specified as well, especially for contractual obligations. 
The contract itself is the basis for commercial usage of web services. 

This article presents existing approaches that support web service usage based on 
quality descriptions from the point of view of a service consumer. In section 2 we iden-
tify new service consumer tasks that are important when dealing with quality. And we 
define requirements for a quality description language that is able to support all identi-
fied tasks. In section 3 we list available quality description languages. Based on this 
overview, we judge if the quality description language is suitable to fulfill the identified 
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new tasks. In section 4 we summarize the article and define future steps for our re-
search. 

2 Application and benefit of quality descriptions 

In this section we introduce new tasks for service consumers that are important when 
dealing with web service quality descriptions. At the end of the section we define re-
quirements for a quality description language that is able to support the new tasks. 

2.1 Querying offered quality 

In the simplest case a service consumer just queries the offered quality of a service 
(query offered quality in Figure 1). This is based on the assumption that the service pro-
vider offers descriptions of the deliverable quality (describe offered quality in Figure 1). 
If a service provider wants to make multiple offers for a service, it is reasonable to offer 
several service quality levels (Quality of Service (QoS) levels). A stock information 
service e.g. could offer real-time stock quotes at an availability of 99.99% without 
encryption or delayed stock quotes with 100% availability but without encryption. 

 

 

Fig. 1:  Commonly accepted roles and tasks for web service usage 

The offered quality might serve to choose services (discover services considering their 
quality in Figure 1) [DSS+04] [MCDM05] or it might serve for orchestrating services 
(orchestrate services considering their quality in Figure 1) [YL05]. After service dis-
covery, which results in a list of services, the service consumer might want to evaluate 
the quality description for each discovered service in order to find the best fitting ser-
vice (select service considering its quality in Figure 1). For service discovery, the ser-
vice provider has to publish quality information (publish service and its quality in 
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Figure 1) and for service orchestration, the service provider has to enhance the process 
description with quality information (describe service in Figure 1). The service execu-
tion itself does not depend on any quality description (execute service in Figure 1). The 
technologies presented in Figure 1 (like Web Service Description Language [WSDL], 
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration [UDDI], SOAP [SOAP] und Business 
Process Execution Language [BPEL]) are examples that show the technical feasibility 
for supporting web service usage tasks. There are alternative, competing technologies 
like e.g. XML-RPC [XMLRPC] and REST [REST] as alternatives for SOAP, as well as 
semantic web service technologies like e.g. OWL-S [OWLS] und WSMO [WSMO] 
complementing WSDL and BPEL. 

Certain quality attributes can only be rated individually by service consumers like 
e.g. “response time that the service consumer receives”. In such cases the service pro-
vider may offer its current experiences resulting from past web service usages [MS04]. 
The service provider therefore may have the task collect service usage experiences and 
evaluate service usage experiences in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2:  Roles and tasks to query offered quality 

2.2 Predicting prospective quality 
Service consumers may have the additional task of predicting the quality (predict 

delivered quality in Figure 3), which is independent of quality descriptions offered by 
the service provider. Often, the web service quality cannot be predicted because of 
missing knowledge concerning past service usages (“history of prior transactions”), 
because the service provider cannot be trusted or because of missing service provider 
references. In order to compensate these limitations, the service consumer creates 
his/her own opinion (evaluate service opinions in Figure 3) using a trustworthy, third 
party (service agency in Figure 3), that aggregates web service appraisals based on ser-
vice usages by as many different service consumers as possible (collect service opinions 
in Figure 3) [MS04]. The major task of a service agency is the collection and offer of 
aggregated service usage information for public service. 
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Fig. 3:  Roles and tasks to predict delivered quality 

  

2.3 Stating, negotiating and stipulating required quality 
In a simple usage scenario the service consumer just executes a service - without 

agreeing on any contract. But even then, a contract is accepted; a so-called implicit con-
tract that settles general conditions (fixed terms). 

In an advanced usage scenario the service consumer states the desired quality that 
the service provider has to guarantee (define required quality in Figure 4). Both parties 
start negotiating until they agree on a service contract (negotiate required quality and 
create contract in Figure 4). From the service consumer point of view, the service con-
tract states details of the quality that should be delivered. Contracts are legal agreements 
that define rights and responsibilities of both agreeing parties. Contracts have to con-
form to internal directives and the company budget (check contract against internal 
policies in Figure 4) [SMJS03]. 

The web services technology is especially focused on a machine-readable, executa-
ble contract. It is essential to define requirements for such machine-readable contracts 
and to focus on how to deal with the inconsistencies (that are the same as in textual con-
tracts) [SMJS03]. 

The executable contract may be the result of electronic negotiations. Electronic ne-
gotiations aim at reducing costly manual intervention by an automated negotiation 
process. One approach is to base the negotiation on directives and tactics [GLDK03]. 
Service consumer and service provider do not have to negotiate directly; an independ-
ent party may support this task – a so-called contract broker (agent, coordinator). In this 
case the service consumer and provider may send description of their negotiation tactics 
to the broker. Electronic negotiations need a matchmaking algorithm that compares and 
reconciles desired and deliverable quality and includes the reconciled result into the 
contract [ZCL04]. 

Service Level Agreements (SLA) are such machine-readable contracts [SMJS03]. 
SLAs are electronic contracts between a service consumer and provider that specify the 
quality level of a service and optionally include costs and penalties. SLA details are 
defined as Service Level Objects. SLAs serve to create long lasting business relations 
and are not created per service usage because the SLA creation per service usages is to 
costly. 
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[LGDK05] presents a framework for automated provisioning of services that should 
fulfill the contractually agreed properties (guarantee contract in Figure 4). 

Service providers that use orchestrated service might want to derive the service con-
tract (or a template) based on the contracts of orchestrated services [BP05]. 

 

Fig. 4:  Roles and tasks to stipulate quality 

2.4 Measuring delivered quality 
Both, service consumer and provider, are interested in measuring (measure deliv-

ered quality in Figure 5) the quality actually delivered in order to answer at least these 
two questions: “Did the service fulfill the agreed quality?” (check contract fulfillment in 
Figure 5) [BGO06] and “Which actions do we have to take in order to fulfill the agreed 
quality?” [SBNH05]. 

When monitoring the service quality, perceptions of requirements engineering might 
be useful. One approach is to apply the goal-based requirements analysis technique 
KAOS for discovering the metrics (data to measure) and automatically derive monitor-
ing components from requirements [Rob03]. A common requirement for monitoring 
components is parallel execution in order to influence executing services as little as 
possible. 

When monitoring the quality of an orchestrated service, which even may use ser-
vices of another service provider, it is additionally important to collect, aggregate and 
interpret monitored single service calls that strongly depend on each other [Rob03]. 

 

Fig. 5:  Roles and tasks to measure delivered quality 

2.5 Rating delivered quality 
Web service scenarios may require the calculation of the total value of service usage 

(not necessarily a currency-based price) which rates functionality and quality (do ser-
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vice usage rating in Figure 6). Pricing after service usage enables service providers to 
create invoices (create customer invoices in Figure 6) [JF05]. Pricing according to ser-
vice usage enables service consumers to verify the delivered functionality and quality. 
For rating and billing several data have to be provided by the executing party: data con-
cerning service consumer and his/her contracts (administrate customer and contracts in 
Figure 6) and contracted tariffs (create tariffs in Figure 6). Rating and billing do not 
have to be executed by service consumers and service providers themselves; these tasks 
may be outsourced to agencies. 

Quality is described using quality attributes. Preferably, a measurable metrics should 
be given. Another option is manual rating of non-measurable quality attributes 
[DSGF03]. After manual rating of non-measurable quality attributes by the service con-
sumer and metric measure by the service provider and/or consumer, both are normal-
ized for comparison. The total rating value is calculated by weighing both values. It is 
essential that all parties trust each other. 

 

Fig. 6:  Roles and tasks to rate quality 

2.6 Quality description requirements 
In sections 2.1 to 2.5 we presented service consumer tasks that require quality de-

scriptions. Table 1 shows the information that a quality description should contain in 
order to be applicable for all of the presented service consumer tasks. This information 
is an aggregation of tasks introduced in previous sections. 

Tab. 1: Information required for a new quality description language in order to support 
service consumer tasks introduced in sections 2.1 to 2.5 

 Required information 

Query quality (section 2.1) I1 Deliverable quality through offering bundles 
I2 Consumer satisfaction with delivered quality after usage 

Predict quality (section 2.2) I3 Predicted quality 
I4 Trust in service providers 
I5 General service opinion 
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State, negotiate and stipulate 
quality (section 2.3) 

I6 Required quality before usage 
I7 Guaranteed quality in contracts 
I8 Forced quality in internal contract policies 
I9 Quality scopes for negotiations 

Measure quality (section 2.4) I10 Measured quality after usage 

Rate quality (section 2.5) I11 Contracted quality prices 
I12 Quality deltas between contracted and measured quality 

A quality description language that contains the information I1 to I12 enables service 
consumers to deal with quality without language barriers. In contrast to this approach, 
existing quality description languages are tailor-made for special tasks only (see section 
3). 

3 Available quality description languages 

In this section we present available quality description languages and detect which 
of the tasks, identified in section 2, they support. 

3.1 Overview of quality description languages 
Service consumers and providers who are interested in quality descriptions have to 

choose from a variety of quality description languages to fulfill their tasks. A short 
overview for the web service technology is given in Table 2. 

Tab. 2: Languages that contain some information about quality 

Languages for offers and contracts 

WSLA Web Service Level Agreement Language (IBM) [WSLA]. 

WS-Agreement WS-Agreement (Global Grid Forum) [WSAgreement]. 

WSOL Web Services Offering Language [WSOL]. 

Languages for semantic web services 

OWL-S OWL-S [OWLS] and predecessor DAML-S [DAMLS] respectively. 

WSMO Web Services Modeling Ontology [WSMO]. 

Languages for policies 

WS-Policy Web Services Policy Framework [WSPolicy]. 

3.2 WSLA 
WSLA [WSLA] allows the description of web service SLAs. WSLA uses contracts 

that contain Service Level Parameters (SLP) und Service Level Objectives (SLO). SLPs 
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describe quality attribute conditions. SLOs describe warranties und actions that both 
apply if the SLPs are not fulfilled. WSLA does not offer any taxonomy for quality at-
tributes – the description of contract details is up to the specific application domain 
through XML Schema sub typing. 

3.3 WS-Agreement 
WS-Agreement [WSAgreement] serves to establish agreements between two par-

ties. WS-Agreement offers operations for maintaining the life cycle of agreements and 
it offers a language for each agreement and agreement template. WS-Agreement differs 
from WSLA by offering a process to create and establish contracts. WS-Agreement is 
based on WSLA enhancing it with recent web service standards like e.g. state-based 
resources [WSResource] that serve to describe the life cycle of contracts. Like WSLA, 
WS-Agreement does not offer any taxonomy for contract details but allows application 
of specific contract details such as quality attributes. 

3.4 WSOL 
WSOL [WSOL] allows the description of quality offerings based on quality pack-

ages. WSOL is not restricted to any concrete quality taxonomy but offers the possibility 
to describe application specific quality conditions by linking logical expressions with 
web service operations. WSOL describes conditions (functional pre-, functional post- 
und quality), administrative data (prices, penalties, controlling parties) und service 
classes. WSOL uses offerings but does not know the concept of contracts. The Web 
Service Offering Infrastructure [WSOI] that is currently under construction should en-
hance WSOL with rating and billing functionality. 

3.5 OWL-S 
OWL-S [OWLS] is an ontology for web services. OWL-S allows the description of 

a web service profile (what the service does), its grounding (how to use the service) und 
its model (how the service works). The service profile describes the service provider, 
the service operations and its characteristics. The service characteristics (so called ser-
vice parameters) may serve to model the quality description. OWL-S does not propose a 
concrete quality ontology but can be enhanced by the application of specific quality 
ontologies [LRPF04]. Currently it allows the namespace definition of a quality attribute 
and the value definition using a reference to an external ontology. OWL-S mainly fo-
cuses on automatic discovery, selection and orchestration of web services; concepts like 
contracts and tariffs are not included. 

3.6 WSMO 
WSMO [WSMO] is a service ontology based on the framework WSMF [FB02] and 

is defined in its own description language. WSMO allows the description of behavior, 
of functional and quality properties. WSMO offers concrete quality attributes; accuracy, 
financial QoS, network-related QoS, performance, reliability, rights, robustness, scal-
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ability, security, source, subject und trust. It does not define metrics for these quality 
attributes. Subclassing serves to adapt and refine the application of specific quality at-
tributes [LRPF04]. A concept for contracts is not part of WSMO. 

3.7 WS-Policy 
WS-Policy [WSPolicy] allows the description of capabilities and limitations (called 

assertions) of resources. WS-PolicyAttachments (see inside [WSPolicy]) links these 
WS-Policy definitions to a web service. WS-Policy does not know any special descrip-
tions of quality and contracts. WS-Policy supports the description of application of spe-
cific quality through self-defined quality attributes, especially the description of pack-
ages that should or explicitly should not be offered. 

3.8 Possibilities of applying quality description languages 
Available quality descriptions are not suitable for all tasks at the same time, because 

they do not contain all required information required by these tasks. 
WSLA und WS-Agreement are useful for describing deliverable quality (I1 in Table 

1) and contracted quality (I7). It is possible to describe prices (I11) if a price is modeled 
as a quality attribute. 

WSOL targets the description of deliverable quality (I1), monitors for measurements 
(I10) and the definition of prices (I11). WSOL does not allow the description of con-
tracts (I7, I8). It is possible to reference WSOL in external contracts and contract tem-
plates. 

OWL-S and WSMO are semantic languages and target at the automatic evaluation 
of descriptions. It is possible to describe deliverable quality and to model required qual-
ity (I1, I6) by referencing an external quality ontology. The languages do not address 
contracts and tariffs. Predicted quality (I3) can be modeled as well but the intended use 
is on service provider side. 

WS-Policy does not know the terms quality, contracts and tariffs at all, but allows to 
state offers (I1) and quality requirements (I6). Predicted quality (I3) can be modeled as 
well but the intended use is on service provider side. 

None of the above quality description languages are suitable for the tasks of service 
consumer and service provider that concern the rating of service usage (experiences and 
opinions, I2, I4 and I5). 

Table 3 illustrates the relationship between tasks and quality description languages. 
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Tab. 3: Requirements and eligibility of quality description languages: intended application 
, suitability ( ) und no usage  

 WSLA WS-Agreement WSOL OWL-S WSMO WS-Policy 

I1 Deliverable quality 
through offering bundles 

      

I3 Predicted quality    ( ) ( ) ( ) 

I6 Required quality be-
fore usage 

      

I7 Guaranteed quality in 
contracts 

      

I8 Enforced quality in 
internal contract policies 

      

I9 Quality scopes for 
negotiations 

      

I10 Measured quality 
after usage 

      

I11 Contracted quality 
prices 

      

I12 Quality deltas be-
tween contracted and 
measured quality 

      

4 Conclusion 

In this article we showed that service consumers have new tasks when dealing with the 
quality of web services (section 2). Service consumers currently have the choice be-
tween several quality description languages . We showed that each quality description 
language is useful for specific tasks (section 3); there is no quality description language 
that fulfills all presented requirements of service consumers (Table 3). 

The goal of our future research is to enable service consumers to fulfill their tasks 
with a single quality description language. The main advantage of an integrating quality 
description appears to be the elimination of language barriers. 
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